A Parent Guide to SFISD Advanced
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Santa Fe ISD is an academic leader
committed to excellence
through continuous improvement by
instilling high standards, building strong
community partnerships, providing
innovative opportunities, and
empowering
students for lifelong success.
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Santa Fe ISD Curriculum and Instruction
Guide for Advanced Academics/Pre-AP,
and AP Courses
Advanced Academics includes courses, programs, assessments,
services and supports that provide opportunities for students to demonstrate
college and career readiness and earn postsecondary credit.

The advanced academics program supported by the Texas Education Agency and
Santa Fe ISD is Advanced Placement as determined by the College Board. The
philosophy of student access and equity into rigorous course work applies to all
students. (Every Student Succeeds Act; House Bill 3)
Educational Equity is provided through expectations and standards embedded in
educational plans to broaden the focus and strengthen the pathways for students
through college-and-career readiness standards. The purpose of ESSA is to
provide all children significant opportunity to receive a fair, equitable, and highquality education, and to close educational achievement gaps.
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Texas Education Agency Strategic Plan Goals
2021- 2025

*Texas Education Agency Strategic Long-Range Plan reflecting Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) law
providing all children significant opportunity to receive a fair, equitable, and high-quality education, and
to close educational gaps. To read a copy of TEA Strategic Plan 2021-2025, click here.
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SFISD
Advanced Academics/Pre-AP and AP Classes
Access to advanced academics is possible for all students in Santa Fe ISD. Beginning at the middle level,
high quality schools prepare and offer access to rigorous coursework to prepare students for career
and/or college readiness. Any student willing to participate and perform to the expectations of the
course has access to the advanced academics curriculum. Any advanced labeled courses are aligned with
the College Board philosophy and will be taught at the rigor of Pre-AP and AP courses. Santa Fe ISD’s
advanced academics are aligned with the requirements of Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) signed into
law in 2015.
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SFISD
Rigorous Instruction Framework
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Advanced Learning Vocabulary
Advanced Learners- In school settings, advanced learners are absorbing material that is
typically beyond their grade level.
AP Courses- gives high school students the chance to tackle college-level work while they're
still in high school—whether they're learning online or in the classroom. And through taking AP
Exams, students can earn college credit and placement. Want to know more about AP courses?
Click here.
Bloom’s TaxonomyAs you move through the categories, you have a better picture for the level of cognitive rigor
involved in a learning. The breakdown of each category is shown below:
1. Remember involves being able to recall, defining, or labelling.
2. Understand is to summarize or classify.
3. Apply requires some level of implementation or to follow a procedure.
4. Analyze, breaks down parts of a concept for deeper analysis.
5. Evaluate is critiquing or making a judgement based on research.
6. Create is to develop something new based on all the learning.
One thing to keep in mind is that Bloom’s Taxonomy builds on each other. In other words, a
learner must master the lower levels before moving on to the next. Bloom’s Taxonomy is a
framework to assist in instruction and when measuring the cognitive rigor of a lesson.
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Foundational Coursework- In the middle grades, foundational coursework is offered in the
form of advanced level courses. Students will be challenged by work and thinking beyond their
grade level. Often times, students are inclined to participate in foundational advanced level
coursework in areas of strength.
*The only foundational advanced level course requiring pre-requisite courses is 8th grade
Algebra. The 6th and 7th grade advanced level math courses are compacted curriculum teaching
most 7th grade math standards in 6th grade and 8th grade power standards in 7th grade math.
Pre-AP Courses/Program- is a program offered at SFISD high school by College Board. PreAP courses deliver grade-level appropriate instruction through focused course frameworks,
instructional resources, classroom assessments for learning, and collaborative educator
workshops. They are designed to support all students across varying levels of abilities. They are
not honors or advanced courses. The Program components provide educators and their students
the space and time for deep engagement with content.
Participating schools receive an official Pre-AP designation for each course and the opportunity
to bring engaging, meaningful, foundational coursework to all their students across varying
levels of abilities. This designation signals consistent, high standards in focused courses that help
build, strengthen, and reinforce students’ content knowledge and critical thinking skills.
For more information about high school Pre-AP courses, click here.
Rigorous Instruction- defined is quality of content, not a measure of the quantity of the content
we cover. Certain content areas may be more inherently rigorous than others (Astrophysics
comes to mind), but rigor can be added to anything.
Rigorous tasks include those that:


Build on and extend prior knowledge.



Involve effortful thought.



Deepen conceptual understanding of material.



Require learners to communicate their understanding to others.



Involve multiple interpretations or paths to a solution.

Let’s talk about what rigor isn’t:





More work, more homework
Something that’s just plain difficult
Standardized – what’s rigorous for one student may not be rigorous for another, and
vice versa
Pushing down by giving college work to high school students, high school work to
middle school students, etc.; this can be rigorous for some students but isn’t an
automatic translation
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Quantified by the amount of work completed

Let’s talk about what rigor does and is:




Challenges students’ thinking in new and interesting ways
Cultivates a sophisticated understanding of fundamental ideas
Driven by a curiosity to discover what they don’t know

Webb’s Depth of Knowledge (DoK)Depth of Knowledge or DoK is another type of framework used to identify the level of rigor for
an assessment. In 1997, Dr. Norman Webb developed the DoK to categorize activities according
to the level of complexity in thinking. The creation of the DoK stemmed from the alignment of
standards to assessments. Standardized assessments measured how students think about a content
and the procedures learned but did not measure how deeply students must understand and be
aware of a learning so they can explain answers and provide solutions, as well as transfer what
was learned in real world contexts (Francis, 2017).
Essentially, the goal of DoK is to establish the context—the scenario, the setting, or the
situation—in which students express the depth and extent of the learning (Francis, 2017).

This framework consists of 4 levels, level 1 being the simplest and level 4 being the most
complex.
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1. Level 1 (Acquired knowledge) involves recall and reproduction. Remembering facts or
defining a procedure.
2. Level 2 (Knowledge Application) are skills and concepts. Students use learned concepts
to answer questions.
3. Level 3 (Analysis) involves strategic thinking. Complexity increases here and involves
planning, justification, and complex reasoning. Explains how concepts and procedures
can be used to provide results.
4. Level 4 (Augmentation) is extended thinking. This requires going beyond the standard
learning and asking, how else can the learning be used in real world contexts.
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FAQ for Parents and Students Deciding Upon Advanced Academics
Is every child in middle school ready for advanced level courses?
Taking an advanced class or two can give your child a running start on high school courses, and
the experience might also nudge your child to develop better study and time management skills.
Taking advanced courses may also get your tween thinking a little about high school and how to
make the most of those four years, but not every child is ready for advanced courses in middle
school.

How do you know if your child is ready?
Some students just don't have the discipline or study skills to tackle advanced level courses in
middle school. You might want to meet with your child's school counselor or one of their
teachers to ask for opinions on whether your child is up for the challenge.
Advanced courses do require that your child to commit and possess certain study skills, such as
the ability to prioritize assignments, tackle homework without being asked, and work through
difficult problems without getting frustrated on a frequent basis.

Does your child want to take advanced courses?
If your child is enthusiastic about taking an advanced course or two while still in middle school,
you should give the opportunity some serious thought. Your child's enthusiasm is a good sign
that they're maturing and that they take school somewhat seriously, and that is something that
you want to encourage and reward. Enthusiasm will prompt your child to start the class off on
the right foot and with a positive attitude.

Does your child have the time to devote to an advanced course?
Many tweens are over-scheduled and barely have time to do their homework, under normal
circumstances. If your child spends their hours after school running from one activity to another,
taking an advanced course might not be in their best interests. If they don't have the time to
devote to their class or to their homework, they may not excel, and that could damage their selfesteem and possibly also their GPA.
Ask yourself (and be honest) if your child has the time in their day to give an advanced course
the attention it deserves. Also, consider whether or not you have the time to help your tween with
any additional homework assignments or responsibilities that might come with the advanced
courses.
You also want to make sure that your child's other courses don't suffer due to the time they will
need to invest in their advanced class. In other words, you want your child to excel in their
advanced courses, but not at the expense of their other classes.
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Should you remove your child from advanced coursework if he/she is failing?
Before your remove your child from an advanced course, schedule a conference with your
child’s teacher. Ask specific questions about his/her struggles.
Be aware of the risks and signs that come with a student falling behind their peers in advanced
coursework. If the struggle is causing heightened levels of stress and emotional turmoil, you
may want to seek assistance and support from your campus counselor.
As a student matures in the tweens and early teens, he/she may only be able to handle advanced
course exposure in small doses. If a student doesn’t take advanced coursework in middle years, it
doesn’t deny them access to advanced coursework in high school. However, students are more
likely to develop the skills and tenacity to tackle rigorous coursework if they have taken a few
advanced core courses before they enroll in high school level advanced courses.

How do I register my child for advanced level courses?
Each year the campus introduces courses and a description of courses in the course catalogue
and/or campus registration guide. You will have the option to choose to enroll your child in
advanced level courses. If you would like to discuss the options and accessibility to these
courses, please contact your child’s campus.
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